TUMonline: search for the course offer for a specific semester at TUM Informatics

Check the following link for courses at TUM Informatics in TUMonline, TUM's campus management system:
https://campus.tum.de/tumonline/ee/uu/ca2/app/desktop/#/slc.tm.cp/student/courses?ctx=design=ca;lang=en&$skip=0&objTermId=194&orgId=14189
Our video tutorial guides you through our offer, too: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WEvaYVMWHT4 More information on exchange studies is available at www.in.tum.de/en/incomings

The course list in TUMonline must be filtered for the offer of your respective study semester. Currently the offer of the previous semester might still appear as starting entry. You can filter the following way for checking the offer for your study semester. Be aware that other TUM Departments publish their course offer later!

Note: The letters of admission sent by TUM Global & Alumni Office, do not indicate that your course wish list is accepted by our department! But be reassured, that with your academic background you will be able to find enough suitable courses. It is likely that you will have to change your study plan.

When looking in TUMonline for courses – follow the steps 1-7:

1. Select Department of Informatics, do not select any degree program!
2. Filter in the column according to your semester (S: Summer, W: Winter) (!)
   Consider that courses are not published before late July/late January! Refer to the previous academic year to create a first choice of courses (rather reliable).
3. There are many pages with courses to check, see bottom of the page!
4. You can filter further by clicking on the filter symbol e.g language, type, weekday.
5. You can directly filter/search by module code (INxxxx), title, or instructor.
6. ECTS Credits are indicated only in the module catalog:
   http://www.in.tum.de/en/current-students/modules-and-courses/module-catalog.html - always check IN-Module Codes!
7. There is no guarantee for practical courses and seminars. You need to apply for these types of courses via our matching platform. See respective guideline for practical courses and seminars on www.in.tum.de/incomings
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